INTRODUCTION
The final concept is the lifting fuselage, see figure 3.
The concept depicted is the Burnelli, UB-14, which at first glance would appear to be out of step _ith this discussion. However, a review of the lifting fuselage aircraft design objective and motivation shows a match with that for the flying wing concepts of the same time period. These concepts were characterized by thick airfoil shaped fuselages that were designed to produce a significant portion of the required lift.
Another reason for including these concepts is their location in the ALV time line as depicted in figure 2.
From their chronological location, it is possible that they greatly influenced both the lifting body and the flying wing work in the United States.
FLYING WING HISTORY
Since the beginning of manned flight, flying wing designs have been pursued with creativit 3, passion, and braver 3' by man3: visionaries.
The earl3 
England Flying Wines
The pioneering stability and control work of John Dunne (1875 Dunne ( -1949 and the following work by Hill (1895 Hill ( -1964 , and Jack Northrop (1895 Northrop ( -1981 . This brief historical discussion will focus on the efforts of At the beginning of 1970s and extending into the 1980s, the effort of R. T. Jones, the well known aerodynamicists, to develop the oblique wing concept was a constant theme, as shown in figure 10c 27_'-8_- 
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HISTORICAL COMPARISONS
This final section of the paper will expand on the discussion presented at the end of the last section (see figure 12 ) in which the historical linkages bet_veen ALV concepts were identified. The study of these linkages is directed at understanding the lineage of the present day advanced AIN concepts in the hope of understanding how the past can assist in developing the future. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The historical review of AIN indicates that we continue to re-create the past instead of learning from the past to create the future.
These sentiments are clearly stated through the following quotes from A. R. Weyl, 1944. "...Flying Wing. in Developed delta flying wing concepts.
Developed arrow flying wing concepts.
Matured the flying wing concept. Chanute: Staldman: Burnelli: Northrop: R. T. Jones:
MacCready"
Brought Lilienthal's (flying wing) work to U.S.
First advocate for flying wing aircraft in U.S.
Developed lifting fuselage concept.
Matured flying wing concept.
Developed oblique wing concept.
Developed advanced UAV concept. 
